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Feature Article

NOTE TO SELF: GIVE IN TO THE WEIRD SOONER

Paula Harris
So, here’s the thing. When you’re 44 and win an award for being an ‘older’ 

emerging writer, there will be at least eight moments when you’ll pause and wonder 
how in the hell you’ve been emerging for so long without ever actually having managed 
to emerge. I mean, 20+ years is a damn long time to be emerging for (and to still be 
emerging, post-award). And so, in those at least eight moments of wondering, what 
I’ve realised is this: maybe there’s an answer, but really, who knows.

I’m one of those people who says they’ve been writing poetry for as long as they 
can remember because, well, it’s the truth. I don’t remember a time when I didn’t write 
poetry. I had my ! rst rejection from School Journal when I was at intermediate. As an 
adult, the ! rst poem I sent out into the world won an award. " at was in 1995. Last 
year, I won the Lilian Ida Smith Award for still being ‘emerging’. In a few months, I’m 
heading to the US, having been o# ered a writing residency there. " is week, I feel like 
I can’t write to save myself. " ese are some of the things I’ve grappled with over the 
last 20+ years…

Avoid Doing an MA in Creative Writing. Or Do One. Decide Which is Best for 
You

I dropped out of high school when I was 17. An MA in Creative Writing didn’t exist at 
the time; in fact, I suspect there were no creative writing papers at uni back then. When I 
was 25, I was accepted into the International Institute of Modern Le$ ers’ (IIML) Poetry 
Workshop (at the time, there were around 140 applicants a year, with 12 places in the 
workshop). I actually screamed and ran up my street when I got the acceptance le$ er.

Poetry Workshop was hard; hard because I am not academically-minded, hard 
because my writing was (and still is) so di# erent to what everyone else wrote and 
read.

But the Poetry Workshop experience was also brilliant. It was highlighted to me in 
bright-neon lights (well, in my readers’ reports) that my poems’ beginnings are solid, 
but the endings are my weak point. Ever since, every poem I write, I look at the ending 
extra long and hard. Is this the best it could be? Is this the right ending? It helps to be 
told about your weak points, so that you can work on them.

In 2016, I was back at IIML, this time for the Iowa Poetry Workshop. Again, it was a 
struggle, the course heavy on academically-minded readings that I didn’t understand. 
But again, it was brilliant – during one of my one-to-one sessions with the tutor, she 
said, “Get weirder. Let yourself go into the weirdness. Your poems are already a li$ le 
bit weird, but get really weird and they will explode.” She was right. I’d been holding 
on to trying to seem ‘normal’ for all those years. I got weird. It felt great. " is is the joy 
of blunt outside feedback – ! nding the areas you need to push your writing into.

A couple of years ago, someone I knew who was working on a PhD in Creative 
Writing strongly suggested I apply for the MA programme. Her basic reasoning was 
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that the MA would get me in front of publishers and get my collection published. And she’s probably right. But ge� ing an 
MA doesn’t quite sit right for me. And so even though it probably does make things a bit/lot more challenging…. no MA for 
me. But you? Maybe it’s right for you. Or not. Derek Berry recently tweeted about creative writing quali� cations: “A � ower 
growing in the wild might not be fertilized or watered like one in a garden, but still, it grows.”

Read a Lot, but Figure Out What You Like Reading. And ! en Read More ! an ! at

I am one of those people who will say, quite passionately and absolutely meaning it, “I hate poetry”. Yes. Really. But it turns 
out what I really mean is that I hate certain types of poetry (the poetry you’re forced to analyse through high school, and 
every poem that was put in front of me at IIML). I’ve always loved Nikki Giovanni’s poetry, along with Alice Walker and Maya 
Angelou, but the stu!  I kept being shown just did nothing for me.

And then the tutor from the Iowa Poetry Workshop, a few months a" er the paper � nished, emailed me to say, “I just 
came across a poet and I really think you’d like his work.” It was Tony Hoagland. Turns out I freakin’ adore Tony Hoagland’s 
writing. And adoring Tony’s writing made me willing to look around at poetry again and push past the stu!  that I really hate, 
and so I found Maggie Smith and Aimee Nezhukumatathil and Hannah Me� ner and Chen Chen and Kaveh Akbar and 
Chris Tse and Michelle S. Reed and Rudy Francisco and Philip Larkin and Tishani Doshi. 

I now subscribe to a handful of poetry newsle� ers, so that I get random poems arriving in my inbox each week. And some 
of them I don’t like. Some of them make me roll my eyes and say, “# is is why I hate poetry.” Some of them make me gasp 
and love words a li� le bit more.

Read the Poems You Like. A Lot

Come back to them time and time again, and let them sink into your bones. Let yourself explore what it is that you like about 
them. Contemplate how this could work for your poems. Don’t copy. But play.

Figure Out What Works for You. And ! en Don’t Get Caught Up in Other People’s Stu" 
I have no idea what makes my poems so very, very… me. I really don’t. I recognise that I have quirky punctuation and 

capitalisation (and that this can drive others crazy). It was pointed out to me that I o" en use brackets to create li� le asides 
in my poems, which I’d never realised but, if you look back over this article, yes indeed, I do love me some brackets. Most 
of realising what ‘my voice’ is like has actually come from other people; I don’t have the distance to see it myself, but when 
others describe my writing as ma� er-of-fact without forgiveness, or brutal, or o! -kilter, or artfully manic… then I can 
recognise that. # en I tuck that way into my internal ‘this is what my style is’ folder, for future reference when I’m writing 
or revising (or just needing to feel less crazy). Although I still couldn’t tell you why it is that other people can spot one of my 
poems from twenty paces.

I recently met a poet who does four pages of writing every day, using stream of consciousness/associative writing. Later, 
she comes back to her journal to � nd the poems. I was a li� le bit in awe. But I also recognised that that seriously wouldn’t 
work for me (if I try to journal, at best I can keep it up for 2 ⅛ days).

I have to let the poem ideas come to me (although I have tricks that can help speed up the internal marination process). I 
do keep a notebook where I write down phrases and ideas that I like (it’s a lot more user-friendly than having scraps of paper 
everywhere, which was my old system) and sometimes I � ick through it to see if something clicks.

One of the things I’ve learnt about myself is that if I sit down thinking, “And now I will write a poem,” whatever it is that 
I write during that time, even if it’s poem-shaped, it very de� nitely won’t be a poem. 

! is Shit is Hard. Escape If You Can

Editors will reject you. It will be shit. Sometimes because your work isn’t the right � t for them, sometimes because they’re 
blind to your brilliance, and sometimes because your work needs more work. # e trick is � guring out which of those three it 
might be; your natural tendency might be to think it’s usually the second option, but look back and check if it’s the third. Just 
in case.

Don Paterson made a speech years ago about the dark art of poetry, and it includes one of the wisest observations I’ve 
heard about the insanity of writing poetry: “…the systematic interrogation of the unconscious, which is part of the serious 
practice of poetry, is the worst form of self-help you could possibly devise. # ere is a reason why poets enjoy the highest 
statistical incidence of mental illness among all the professions. Your unconscious is your unconscious for an awfully good 
reason. If you want to help yourself, read a poem, but don’t write one. # en again I think maybe 5% of folk who write poetry 
really want to write poetry; the other 95 are quite safe, and just want to be a poet. If they knew what the dreams were like, 
they wouldn’t.”

# at for me is the big challenge of writing poetry. I repeatedly pick over everything I’ve experienced, just in case there 
might be a poem lurking there. Which means never le� ing those scabs heal. I send my poems out into the world and then, 
because my writing isn’t quite the usual, I get rejections 98.72% of the time (and as writing is now the only work I do, that’s 
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a lot of potential rejections each week). And I do have severe / treatment-resistant depression, so it’s painfully hard to take 
sometimes. If I thought the words would leave me alone, it would be smart to stop writing.

But this is the thing I know, the thing I do, the thing I’m really good at. But, u� , the dreams…

From the Editor
Ivy Alvarez

Hello, and welcome to the Spring edition of a ! ne line. I hope you enjoyed the National Poetry Day celebrations. What was 
your favourite event this year?

One of the many ways we support poets is pu! ing every edition forward for the annual Best New Zealand Poems – just 
one of the many reasons to join or renew your New Zealand Poetry Society membership.

I’d also encourage you to jump into our FB group, where NZPS Commi! ee members regularly post writing opportunities 
for poets. Find your next poetry competition or journal submission deadline there.

Speaking of which, the theme for the next edition of a ! ne line is Wheels. I would love to receive your articles, le! ers, 
reviews, reports of noteworthy poetry events, and from our members, up to four poems (40 lines max), by the 10 October 
2018 deadline, to editor@poetrysociety.org.nz

Note: we’ve recently increased payment to writers. For more details, visit a ! ne line’s guidelines at the NZPS website. 
Do you have a recently released or forthcoming poetry collection? Add it to our Members’ Books section! # e Summer 

edition comes out in time for gi$ -giving season, don’t you know. Email your good news to us.
In this edition, 2017 Lilian Ida Smith Award winner Paula Harris shares the same insights she’d give a younger self at 

the start of her writing journey, while Annie Te Whiu, former Queensland Poetry Festival Co-Director, writes re% ections 
of both a family reunion in New Zealand and practical advice on how to approach poetry festivals. And as always, each one 
of our Members’ Poems is a provocative response to the theme — this time to Lost and Found.

We had an energetic 2018 AGM in Wellington, followed by an even livelier poetry reading from Johanna Aitchison. 
Catch up on the year’s accomplishments in Shane Hollands’ President’s Report, as well as Jessie Puru’s impressions of her 
magazine internship. Join us in 2019!

I am delighted to present a fellow NZPS member, our Spring Featured Poet, Wanda Barker, with four poems that defy 
complacency and embrace discomfort. Happy reading!

About our Contributors
Wanda Barker – writer/artist, Raglan. Published takahē, PrintOut, NZ Poetry and others ages ago. Vic Creative Writing pre-
IIML. Novella, All Her Dark Pre# y $ oughts. Meniscus Vol 5, 2017. a ! ne line, 2018.

Stella Carruthers is a writer and lifelong Wellingtonian. She works in a library and has a BA in Art History from Victoria 
University of Wellington.

Sue Edwards is a former manager of the unique second-hand book store Endeavour Books, Kaikoura. She’s an ex-librarian 
(Tauranga), where she wrote book reviews. Sue has a Diploma in Editing.

Bonnie Etherington is the author of $ e Earth Cries Out (Vintage NZ, 2017). Originally from Nelson, she currently lives in 
Chicago while working towards a PhD in literature.

Michael Giacon is a poet, songwriter and performer, and founding member of the Central Auckland Poets, an AUT Master 
of Creative Writing alumni critiquing group.

Paula Harris is a Palmerston North-based poet and recipient of the 2018 Janet B. McCabe Poetry Prize, and the 2017 Lilian 
Ida Smith Award. When she’s not rolling around in all that crazy poetry cash, she sleeps a lot, because that’s what depression 
makes you do.

Samuel Harris lives in sunny Tauranga. He is a father of three kids and a husband of one wife. He is trying to carve out more 
space in his days for reading and writing.

Shane Hollands is known for his work with poetry music & theatre, establishing # e Kerouac E� ect. Shane is poet for the 
Wordcore bands, Freaky Meat & # e Moebius Orchestra.

Kate R. Jacks lives in Wellington. She has a B.A. in English and is studying Creative Writing at Te Auaha. She has been 
published in takahē and NoiseMedium.
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Benita Kape: Gisborne poet. Her work has appeared in many online websites including NZEPC: OBAN 06 and FUGACITY 
05 and recently in Manifesto Aotearoa: 101 Political Poems.

Jessie Puru is a Māori (Tainui, Ngāti Te Ata, Ngāpuhi) / Pākeha poet and mother from Auckland. Her poetry appears in 
Poetry, Landfall, Ika, and Blackmail Press. Jessie studies for her Master of Creative Writing degree in early 2019.

Jenny Pya!  is a published author of 44 photocopiable teaching resources for schools. She writes poetry for pleasure, and her 
haiku and haibun have appeared in a number of publications. 

Bre!  Reid is a New Zealander currently living in Ireland and making the most of the opportunities you might imagine (close 
your eyes) Ireland presents.

Annie Te Whiu is a cultural producer, writer and weaver based on Bundjalung country. Born and raised in Brisbane, she is a 
descendant of the Te Rarawa tribe in Aotearoa.

Mercedes Webb-Pullman: IIML Victoria MA in Creative Writing 2011. Work has been published worldwide, including 
Turbine, 4th Floor, Swamp, Scum, Recon! gurations, Otoliths, and Main Street Rag, and her books. 

From the President 
Presented at the  AGM on 13th July 2018

Shane Hollands

Hello, Kia Ora and Welcome:

Correctly, I would like to begin by thanking our beloved and valued Patrons, Dame Fiona Kidman and Vincent O’Sullivan. 
I am grateful for them, and for our voluntary commi" ee members. # is year, we were sorry to see Anna Hudson leave the 
commi" ee a$ er all her hard work. We wish her the best in her endeavours. I would especially thank Laurice Gilbert for taking 
on the Treasurer role. I give thanks to E Wen Wong and Mike Subritzky for their solid support, and to our editor Ivy Alvarez 
and our administration manager Katharine Allard, who kept our ship in order.

Most of all, I am thankful of our members for their ongoing and much appreciated support.
My introduction to the New Zealand Poetry Society was through my involvement in the 2017 NZ Poetry Conference 

and Festival, which I had the pleasure of coordinating with Bronwen Hughes, under the guidance of the outstanding Anita 
Arlov. 

We wanted to deliver a contemporary conference, complete with festival, to showcase the performance side of our culture, 
while still celebrating our academia and heritage. It was a pleasure to showcase the talents of community groups, such as 
Poetry Live! and South Auckland Poets Collective, among the Poets Laureate and visitors from all over New Zealand.

Festival initiatives included a slam, a night dedicated to cinema poetry, and an art installation of visual poetry; and we 
framed the conference with some great poetry-based shows around Auckland for the weekend. It le$  me sleep-deprived and 
satis& ed, with laughter and prose reverberating my thoughts.

# is year with the New Zealand Poetry Society has been a journey of small steps, with the launching of student 
membership, the new Instagram competition, social media growth, and revamping our magazine, as well as running our 
International Competition. # e 2017 competition made a small pro& t, but we noticed a signi& cant reduction of entries in 
the haiku sections. Overall, I would say it was successful.

# e Lauris Edmond Award was given to Anne French at the New Zealand Festival this year, and is now worth $4,000, 
thanks to an additional sponsorship – # e Todd Trust – on top of ours, and that of  Victoria University Press. 

Our yearly anthology (A" er the cyclone) made a pro& t but didn’t sell as many copies as usual, so there are some still 
available. # e anthology editor, Gail Ingram, did a fantastic job, and I am glad she will be doing this year’s one as well.

For the future as a Society, we are all commi" ed to connecting with the many communities of poetry in New Zealand 
and a strengthening of our understanding of the ways we can be involved with them, to promote, celebrate, and explore 
poetry in its many forms.

I will & nish with some pop culture references: # ank you for le" ing me be President. Unlike some other Presidents, I 
have no intention of building any silly walls. Like Jon Snow, I may know nothing and may let the wildlings in, but I am sure 
we will be more interesting and enriched by the experience.

# ank you all for your con& dence in the Commi" ee. With your & nancial input and moral encouragement, the NZPS 
will continue to support New Zealand poets and poetry for many years to come. 
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Feature Article

DUE NORTH

Annie Te Whiu

Rākau

Alice Te Punga Somerville 

We know that carvers coax something or someone

Who’s already there in the wood.

They remove small pieces of timer, one by one, until it’s ready.

We both know a language is waiting inside my tongue.

Please put down the adze, the skillsaw, the fi le:

Speak gently to me so I can recognise what’s there.

No, don’t chip away at pink fl esh and taste buds:

Oozing and swollen, I will choke on my blood before you’re done.

The wood you’re trying to carve is still a tree.

from Tātai Whetū: Seven Māori Women Poets in Translation
(Maraea Rakuraku & Vana Manasiadis, editors)

I recently spent the month of June 2018 in Northland, Aotearoa, visiting with the intention of further reconnecting with 
my whakapapa (genealogy) and the incredible land of my people around Hokianga. I loved meeting more whanau (family), 
participating in the monthly working bee on the Waimirirangi Marae, sharing kai (food) and endless cups of tea and paying my 
respects to ancestors at our urupā (cemetery). 

Standing beneath Te Reinga, my maunga (mountain), and witnessing my awa (river), Waihou, rise with the heavy rain 
and break its banks – these showed me the power and beauty of our whenua (land).

He was a dark-feathered mountain.

He was the shape of her nights.

He was ink spilt in a pool of oil, volcanic rock, onyx eyes.

(excerpt from ‘Black Milk’ by Tina Makereti, Black Marks on the White Page)

Phrases I heard regularly were “I knew your Grandfather”, and “We’re cousins”, and most warmly, “Welcome home”. It 
didn’t take long to truly feel like I belonged; where once I had been " oundering in the lost basket, now I was swooped up and 
found. A multitude of stories were shared, in all their shapes, tones and textures,  reinforcing in me that, at the core of who I 
am, I am someone who comes from an oral tradition within Māori culture. 

It was freezing the night we stayed over at the marae. Between midnight and 3 am, and with everyone in a deep sleep, 
curled up in blankets and " annele# es, I had to force myself out of the warmth to use the bathroom, located just outside. 
Once $ nished, I quickly headed back to bed, but on returning inside I looked out at the night and there, standing, staring, 
as though waiting for me, were two of the most beautiful wild horses I’ve ever seen.

With my breath taken away, my eyes staring back at these two spirit creatures, I said a li# le karakia (prayer) as I knew 
these were my ancestors visiting. % ese spirits of the sleep-time were wide-awake, and full of grace and poise and knowing.

Back in Australia now, I re" ect on how I have placed storytelling at the heart of my practice, having worked in the arts 
for the past 12 years. Whether it be through producing public programs, events or festivals, the desire to share stories is 
what has driven me. I thrive on providing platforms for as many artists as possible, to share their work with broad audiences. 
Having worked across the spectrum of arenas – from grass-roots community to corporate, to private and to government – I 
understand the challenges each of these domains poses, but also the opportunities each of these environments can o* er.
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Most recently, my professional practice was as the Co-Director of the Queensland Poetry Festival (QPF) from 2015-
2017, where we delivered three annual festivals. I was fortunate enough to work alongside my life-partner, David Stavanger, 
as my fellow Co-Director of QPF. He is not only a brilliant and brave producer, but also an award-winning poet. Together, 
we went beyond the expected role of simply providing a stage for artists to share their poetry. We made it our personal 
mandate to be responsible storytellers in our practice and to weave together programs that re� ected who we are and what 
we believe in. With that in mind, looking back over our tenure as Co-Directors of QPF, it’s clear to see what curatorial and 
program decisions we made which directly re� ect our philosophy and responsibility as leaders of Australia’s largest and 
most signi� cant poetry-based festival.

Two of the program decisions I’m most proud of are the Oodgeroo Noonuccal Indigenous Poetry Prize and the Indigenous 
Poet-In-Residence. � ese initiatives place the voices of Indigenous poets solidly within the QPF landscape and I’m proud to 
say that these programs will continue in to the future, beyond our tenure.  � at to me is true legacy.

Each year, David and I created a festival theme, which would be the backbone on which artists and events would sit. � emes 
help creative directors shape a cohesive, challenging, entertaining and enticing program, and are a helpful tool.

For 2015, the festival theme was ‘Language is a Virus’, which provoked us to be daring, ambitious, perhaps even 
dangerous in our programming. It was a hugely successful year, and we were able to program 65 local, national and 
international artists. We invited Ivy Alvarez from New Zealand to QPF that year. It was a thrill to meet Ivy and hear her 
work performed live. I remember Ivy holding the audience in the palm of her hand, as she mostly read from her incredible 
book, Disturbance.

In 2016, the theme was ‘Lost Language Found’ and we decided to consciously program majority Indigenous voices. 
We implemented the Indigenous Poet in Residence program with the wonderful poet Sam Wagan Watson receiving 
the inaugural residency. We spread our Aotearoa wings and partnered with the Publishers Association of New Zealand 
(PANZ) to bring across three artists — two Māori poets, Robert Sullivan and Ben Brown, and Samoan-English poet Grace 
Taylor. � is triplet of New Zealand poetic representation at QPF was astounding, with each artist bringing something very 
singular and powerful to the festival environment. It was a remarkable year, where we programmed 120 mostly Indigenous 
artists across four full festival days.

It was in 2017, when the QPF theme was ‘Distant Voices’, that we � ipped the standard model and placed fringe voices 
front and centre of our programming. Working closely once more with PANZ, we hosted Courtney Sina Meredith, who 
a# ended as part of the international Arts Queensland Poet-in-Residence program – which she shared with Joy Harjo, USA 
– Tusiata Avia and Chris Tse. We were also lucky enough to program Dominic Hoey (aka Toure# es), who happened to be in 
Australia at the time. � e Indigenous Poet-in-Residence was the incredible poet, Ali Cobby Eckermann. We certainly went 
out with a bang in our � nal year of Co-Directing QPF, programming around 140 artists.

� ere is no exact method or trick to being billed on a literary festival. It is determination, hard work and o$ en luck with 
timing.

However, there are a few tips I’d like to share with you, which might assist you in gaining a spot in a writers or poetry 
festival program, if that is your wish.

1.  Write.
Create your work and then create more. Let your work speak for you � rst in approaching festivals. Strong support 

material is key.

2.  Read.
Read far, read wide, read some more.

3. Get organised.
Research all the festivals you’d like to apply for and diarise key dates, such as Expression of Interest opening and closing 

dates, and the festival dates.

4. Get active.
Be an active member of your local poetry community. A# end poetry nights, open mics, readings, book launches, festivals. 

Join a writers’ group. Join your writers’ centre. Subscribe to your favourite journals. Get a mentor.

5. Stay true to your voice.
Develop the words inside you and keep pushing and challenging yourself to take your work further.

Ultimately, don’t be afraid to share your stories, because that’s what keeps us all connected.
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Report
ON BEING THE 2018 INTERN EDITOR FOR A FINE LINE

Jessie Puru

! is time last year, a" er completing my studies at Manukau Institute of Technology for a Bachelor of Creative Arts, I applied 
for and had the honour of being selected as the intern editor for a ! ne line. I got to work with Ivy Alvarez, the editor of the 
magazine.

For the beginning of the one-year internship, I started with standardising the magazine’s reviews. ! at was a great place 
to start and not at all overwhelming, which allowed me to learn and gain the skills to look over reviews for small and 
sometimes easy-to-miss details.

A" er I became con# dent with standardising, I was given more to do in my role. ! is included running the Opportunities 
section, liaising with reviewers for the magazine and then, eventually, being in charge of pu$ ing together each section in 
the layout. It gave me a realistic view of what working in an editing role entails, and I believe that it gave me the means 
and con# dence to look for and apply for roles with a publisher, and how to deal with the workload and deadlines that are 
expected.

! e experience I have been given with this internship has been amazingly bene# cial, and will be valuable wherever I end 
up. It has made me excited to work in a similar place in the future. I see a career in publishing or editing on the cards with 
this experience, and a great background to put onto applications for Master’s programmes I plan on making later this year.

! e people I’ve worked with this past year have been supportive, understanding and helpful. Even while the main mode 
of communication has been via email and Skype, it has been consistent and e%  cient, and I am lucky to have Ivy and others I 
have worked with during this internship be so clear and precise on what the goals are for each issue, so there is no confusion, 
and there is a guideline on what to expect in future jobs.

I am very glad to have worked with the New Zealand Poetry Society. It is thanks to this role that I have been able to liaise 
and network with some great New Zealand writers, read some interesting and informative reviews, and amazing di& erent 
kinds of poetry, which has been an inspiration, and I have learned so much that I can apply to my own work. From this 
opportunity also came others, as I have been able to work with writers on other projects, such as National Flash Fiction Day 
New Zealand.

Ivy Alvarez has been the best guide on this journey; being clear on the work that is expected of me and willing to answer 
questions I had, as well as support and understand me during those moments where I have been unsure.

I would de# nitely recommend this type of role to other current or former students, who are interested in editing, 
publishing or creative writing. It will be the best way to prepare for the beginning of your chosen career.

I am very grateful to Ivy Alvarez, Shane Hollands, and the New Zealand Poetry Society for allowing me to be involved 
with a ! ne line magazine. ! ank you again and again. I will take away with me so much.

NZPS International Poetry Competition 2018
RESULTS OF ADULT SECTIONS

OPEN SECTION ( Judge: Anne French)

First Place: ‘Bathing in Melancholy’, Bogusia Wardein, Norway

Second Place: ‘Cassio and Desdemona’, Kim J Fulton, Auckland

! ird Place: ‘Her’, Wes Lee, Wellington

Highly Commended (no special order): ‘Her Warning Signs’, Elizabeth Kirkby-McLeod, Auckland; ‘1950: A" er Evensong’, 
Peter Belton, Dunedin; ‘In Praise of Unpredictability’, Siobhan Harvey, Auckland; ‘It’s taken me all morning for her to do 
this’, Nicola Easthope, Raumati South; ‘Bu& alo’ and ‘My Friend From High School’, Johanna Aitchison, Ashhurst; ‘Saturday 
Morning’, Bernard Harris, Palmerston North; ‘Last Wishes’, Gail Ingram, Christchurch; ‘Stranding’ and ‘A" er’, Elizabeth 
Morton, Auckland; ‘! e Turn’, Mary Rainsford, Wellington.

Commended (no special order): ‘Abandoned’, Tom Dowling, Ireland; ‘genetic conjugation’, Jess Fiebig, Christchurch; 
‘! e Barrel’, Claire Rorke, Auckland; ‘Signs’, Annabel Calder, Christchurch; ‘Farmer’, Stephanie Mayne, Auckland; ‘Peter 
Snell Runs the Coast to Coast’, Rangi Faith, Rangiora; ‘dreams of hi-vis’, Catherine Moxham, Palmerston North; ‘I Wish a 
Li$ le’, Sandra Lock, Invercargill; ‘Engaged to Silence’, Bogusia Wardein, Norway; ‘While the book group’, Ruth Hanover, 
Christchurch; ‘Message in a bo$ le IV’, Paul White,  Auckland; ‘Company’, Andrea Ewing, Auckland; ‘Axes’ and ‘Lanterns’, 
Sam Keenan, Wellington.
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HAIKU SECTION ( Judge: Katherine Raine)

First Place / Jeane! e Stace Memorial Award: ‘cloud lichen...’, Sandra Simpson, Tauranga

Second Place: ‘their ! rstborn’, Sco"  Mason, USA

" ird Place: ‘log a# er log’, Jenny Fraser, Mt Maunganui

Fourth Place: ‘nachos’, Patsy Turner, Akaroa

Fi# h Place: ‘his hand moves’, Anne Curran, Hamilton

Highly Commended (no special order): ‘cityquake’, Nola Borrell, Lower Hu" ; ‘fast ferry’, Elaine Riddell, Hamilton; ‘ruined 
abbey’ and ‘ goshawk’, Sco"  Mason, USA; ‘taking me’, Jenny Fraser, Mt Maunganui; ‘drought’, Debbie Strange, Canada; 
‘braille’, Patsy Turner, Akaroa; ‘lonely beach’, Quendryth Young, Australia; ‘refugee huts...’, Ron C Moss, Australia; ‘by 
the time’, Sandra Simpson, Tauranga

Commended (no special order): ‘homecoming...’, Anne Curran, Hamilton; ‘autumn dark’ and ‘crowded train’, Nola Borrell, 
Lower Hu" ; ‘beach combing’, and stormy night...’, Elaine Riddell, Hamilton; ‘spring moon’, Jenny Fraser, Mt Maunganui; 
‘percheron’, Debbie Strange, Canada; ‘my culture’ and ‘dark theatre’. Valerie Millington, Ohaupo; ‘taking baby home’, 
‘hues of autumn’ and ‘he mentions regret’, Barbara Strang, Christchurch; ‘old pond’ and ‘thinking of you...’, Rajandeep Garg, 
India; ‘roadside blackberries -’, Sandra Simpson, Tauranga

Results for the Junior Sections can be obtained on request from competition@poetrysociety.org.nz

Congratulations to all successful entrants! Anthology selections have been made from the remaining entries and the annual 
anthology will be released in November 2018.

Featured Poet: Wanda Barker  Author of All Her Dark Pre� y � oughts (2017)

Everything is lavender 

Everything is purple and I smell like my mother, like

everyone’s fl oral old mother. Everything, everything is

lavender, the fl ower, the oil, the medicine.

The path leading to her empty house, lavender.

The lemonade in the cake, the lemons are lavender.

The organic soap, the lavender factory is lavender,

The essence rising like oily steam above the vat.

Everything is intoxicating. Healing. 

The wine, the liqueurs, the syrup, 

the ice-cream is lavender.

Everything. The pillows, the herb pillows, lavender.

Her dna, her undies drawer, lavender. Lavender soap. 

Musty bunches of it, fading in the shed. For sleep, lavender.

My grandmother’s lace hanky, in her silk purse, lavender. 

My great grandmother, her sacred vials, her sacred apothecary, 

lavender for childbirth, for child loss. 

She’d have been lavender all over. 

The vapours for bad news, for someone dying or left behind. 

For damage, lavender. All the lavender in my heirloom nose for 

all the women hurt by the hands of someone 

they once loved. Not enough lavender.
 

Lavender for the Coroner.

How bruised they were.

How dead they are.
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A drunk artist man asks what’s the point of your poem, Hahaha. He says, still painting feminist stu! ? He says you 
were a good artist’s model once. He’s a postfeminist. You think, go fuck yourself with a blunt hammer

At the beginning you’d be calm and your voice like caramel, assured.

You’d grab his gaze for two seconds longer than is polite. You’d say

I am not your under-world muse, not your fl attered object, or purpose, 

not your cool curator, not your receptacle, not the open book 

of reception either. Not a passive verb, not what is done to. 

I am not the catcher of your unwelcome staring

or the catcher of your whistle like an old bitch.

Here your voice would still be calm, but husky and strident.

Neither do I sit silent and dumb while the brush is in your vacuous mouth you dick.

You dick in the same tone as the rest of it, so it slips between 

the words like a comma, the insult unnoticed mainly. 

I am not a body mistaken for fl irtation, not smoldering desire.

Not smiling while pornography bites off  everything worth chewing. 

Get your fl ippin’ hands and eyes off !

I am not a shut the fuck up woman.

Here, the words are crisp in a voice you never knew you had.

A spurning voice that is drawing hefty circles around you.

I am my own muse, blood and headaches and everything.

I am the subject and the subject is young or old or furious.

I am the sometimes-poet, the femme-painter, the rush at the gates.

I am the veil like a cascade of water, and the veil that fails the dam that rages.

I am the shrug, the sigh, the fi nger tap tap tap, for any 

old justice would be good.

I am shitty pendulums swinging back minus rhythm. Hahaha. 

I am a wild sacred reckoning. Grrrr. An animal, probably 

an elder panther, stalking. Grrrr. 

The moon… the moon is a fucking feminist! 

The moon is dancing in the seventh house and Jupiter aligns 

his feminisms accordingly. I am therapy and your 

probable blindness to it.

And here is my voice. Clear.

And here it is purely one-sided.

And here is the sharp sentiment inside it.

And here is my blood on the cosmic fl oor.

You are walking over my bones.

Your song has hurt my tender forest.

Your oily fi ngers are burning my earth.

I am full of noise and your three thousand years 

are up bro.
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An imaginary friend who lives in my insides and I plan to leave her behind when I die, however complex the 
metaphysics

In my fi nal hours I will tell my loved ones to lose me, 

to let go, but look after her. They’ll say who? 

That one in the corner muttering forget me knots 

in the black leather chair, you’ll see her wearing 

my red beret. They’ll say there’s no one there and assume 

I am cradled in the arms of a death fever.

They will ask if I’d rather fi nd a limp goddess.

They will be as wrong as they’ve ever been.

 

My imaginary friend and me are elastic, hip-joined since 

forever. We smell like rosemary, a bit of chili, a hint of forest. 

I found her in my teary pools. We are a waterfall. 

There will be a majestic parting. Arms stretched out,

then crumbling loose by our sides. 

She will haunt my absence wearing my hats. 

She will choose the orange chocolate as absolution. 

She already stacks her misgivings in my handbags like 

secrets slipped into pockets. 

Some of us have soft toys, or drugs or excuses for gods. 

I had an ex who had booze, he twirled the fl uff y edges 

of cushions, his eyes rolled back like blinds. 

I have a friend who curls herself in a green blankie 

without which she is covered in prickles of anxiety. 

She’s only 60. My daughter has a t-shirt cuddly. 

She wraps it around her fi st, she will not share it with 

her toddler. 

I go to bed and wake up with foreign hips and silver hair. 

My bed is full of pearl earrings and forgotten prayer. 

Now I have a long list of people gone, some will not come back. 

The jug boiling and boiling. I am quiet in my tattered jeans, 

gathering the lost ones on the edge of my tongue. 

Rowdy tui chortle, smoothing sorrows. 

Days keel over and skin their knees.

 

My imaginary friend with my red beret on says, 

it’s the doors… they open and close in piques of wind.

Paint them red. She likes red.

Some are good doors, some are cruel. 

Either way, you have to fl atten your esoterics.  

There are roving contradictions worth smoothing.

There are mockeries worth mining.
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When the whole world was a poem, before people lost them when they were warring and the ocean and clouds are 
full of poems and they soothe our skin like olive oil

We didn’t start out with poems 

at arm’s length or falling from 

the mouths of a fi ne few 

with a platform or fame or wit

while we sat in silent witness 

we began with poems circling

in the wild clouds above us 

each one a pure-eyed hawk

each one a message for how to live 

then they lay down quietly 

inside us full of mystery

fueling our reckless thoughts 

dancing our limbs like loving puppets

back then when tango was 

a thing we did 

with our breath

back then poems were 

so close to our insides 

so much of who we were 

they came out innocent

on silken tongues 

in song and rhythm 

they joined the poem trees

and poem birds singing

and the clouds full of poems 

and the whole world was 

a poem back then 

even the rivers washing

poems in the oceans

even the stars

all of it forged breath 

in our common mouth

Poetry has always been necessary because of its access to the intangible, for its ability to transcend the inadequacies of 
ordinary language and convey what is otherwise unable to be said. 

Jessica Alice
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Reviews
Half Dark by Harry Ricke! s (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2015). ISBN 978-0-8647398-4-1. RRP $25. 
Paperback. 63 pp.

Samuel Harris

“Down the years, how your voice, / that phrase, have haunted me.”

Harry Ricke! s’s 2015 collection Half Dark re" ects on the past and on the way it permeates, or even annexes, our present 
lives. 

# is haunting is not a wallowing in nostalgia and melancholy though: Ricke! s’ poetry is marked by a dexterous wit and a 
humane and clear insight. For every line like the one above (from ‘Gap’), there are: “Well! Back then we called things ‘out of 
sight’ ” (‘In Rome with you’); “Alder D one night a% er Lights Out whispered: / What’s it got in its pocketses, my precious?’ 
’’ (‘Others’); or “...here the desk on which you marked / twenty-& ve essays on bad sex in # e Wasteland – ” (‘Room’), where 
memory is something vital and to be savoured.

# is wit is a skewer in two poems placed next to each other on facing pages, ‘Folly House’ and ‘A modern Creed’. # e 
& rst pokes fun at a full-of-himself student
who “has de-Freudenised himself ” and the other neatly pricks the bubble of a fuzzy kind of religious belief: “I believe in 
God the mother, sharer of crystals and echinacea ... / And I believe Jesus was awesome.”

# ere’s music in “some soupçon about the Hong Kong weather. // On long summer a% ernoons over lapsang souchong” 
from ‘Weather’ (say it aloud!), in the half-rhyme of ‘Wolfsbane’: “You test the past for breaking strain,/ for love gone wrong, 
and who or what was to blame”, and interesting allusions and borrowings throughout, like this from ‘Buchmess, Frankfurt 
2012’:

We do our best to do  our stuff ,

our quardle oodle ardle wardle doodle.

The Lion in the Meadow meets Alan Duff :

We do our best to do our stuff .

# e middle third of the book explores the triolet. Ricke! s explains in a note that this poetic form can lead to “poems 
embodying con& nement and the inability to break out of particular cycles of thought, feeling and behaviour”. See the 
repeated “It’s not what happens to people that ma! ers but what they think happens” (‘Preserving the myth’) and the line 
“Watch the rat in the maze run on again,/ it’s pointless but you do it just the same”, from ‘Wolfsbane’ again.

Where to then, from this annexation of the present by the haunting past? # e warmth and wit in these poems indicate 
that the rat’s maze can, in fact, be exited, and the & nal two poems o+ er some kind of summing up.

Hope is right there in the title of ‘Second Chances’ and in these lines:

You were in the middle way,

mire-deep in misery, sinking, clutching.

And then, suddenly, dry land,

new life, the ever whatever. 
...

It didn’t make sense, and still doesn’t.

But you took the chance when it came

again, trusted love, not persuasion.

His poems give a fair idea of what Ricke! s means by that word love: sincerity, honesty, gentleness. # e & nal poem 
‘About’ foregrounds the word, opening with “Love, we knew, was what it was about” but is not a pat sentimental summation. 
# e poem is a villanelle and this form, in its repetition of the & rst line above and the third “It was easy to believe and not to 
doubt”, plays with those lines, suggesting that, although love is what life is about, there is both nothing as easy and nothing 
so hard as taking the chance and loving the people around us.

***
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New Sea Land by Tim Jones (Submarine, 2016). ISBN 978-0-9941299-6-3. RRP $25. Paperback. 74 pp. 

Bonnie Etherington

Originally from England, and now living in Wellington, Tim Jones wrote three books of poetry before New Sea Land, and has 
also published ! ction and edited collections.

I had the idea of " ooding on my mind when I started reading New Sea Land, a# er seeing images on the news of Cyclone 
Gita’s destruction in Nelson and Takaka. One particular image has stayed with me: the sea coming in through the " oorboards 
of a restaurant on the coast, bursting through its door and washing over the coastal road. Jones’s book reminds me of this.

At its heart, New Sea Land is a book about reckoning with the rising seas brought about by climate change. At another, 
subtler, level it is about se$ lers reckoning with their own history in New Zealand. 

% ese threads converge with anxieties about changing maps, changing landscapes, and di& erent ways of confronting 
the past and facing the future that run throughout the book. In the opening poem, ‘% e map’, wri$ en in memoriam for the 
historian Harry Evison, who wrote extensively about Ngāi Tahu land rights, the speaker learns:

how the map told the story

of exclusion and decimation

as thoroughly as it told the miles. 

% is is a speaker learning that the maps he once relied on, including the place names and landscapes he once read as 
objective and stable, are no longer so – indeed, have never been so. He has come to see how the maps have been records and 
facilitators of se$ ler colonialism, and also, over the course of the book, the rising seas and changing climate make the land 
around him fragile and fallible as well. In ‘History doesn’t pick winners’, the speaker states, “the colonial project was all 
about preservation”. But this preservation was not innocent or without consequences for people or the land. 

% e book begs the question of what happens, then, when the sea also challenges how we have mapped and archived in the 
past? How, in our current historical context, do we represent “the ragged upper margin/ of the sea’s new claim on the land” 
(‘Blue Lines’)? If “the sea does not negotiate”, how do we navigate our lives with it (‘% e sea’)? Jones’s poems explore what 
this can mean for New Zealand today and into the future, including sobering musings on what happens when insurance 
fails those a& ected by climate change. “% ere is no mercy/ in insurance”, laments a speaker in ‘Wri$ en o& ’, one of the most 
explicit of the poems on such ma$ ers. Yet, “the numbers speak”.

% ough topics such as insurance and property plans may seem dry, Jones’s poems are not, and also include frequent 
moments of humour and even hope. “Take my rubber ring, my hand,” says the speaker in the ! nal, eponymous poem (‘New 
Sea Land’). With this line, Jones leaves us not with a sense of resolution, because the seas are still rising and we still need 
to confront our roles in this, but ends with a sense of coming together despite it all. Where insurance fails, perhaps poetry 
succeeds.

***

Kokako 21 (September 2014) and Kokako 22 (April 2015). ISSN 1177- 0902. Paperback. 76 pp.  Edited by Patricia 
Prime and Margaret Beverland.

Sue Edwards 

Kokako is a magazine of haiku, tanka, haibun and related genres. It appears twice annually, in April and September.

What delightful covers these li$ le books have. I particularly liked Kokako 21, with its intricate black and white photo of 
a bird’s nest with a sad li$ le broken egg in the foreground.

 On page 3, (Kokako 21), I was moved, reading the obituary for Martin Lucas (1962-2014) wri$ en by Owen Bullock. In 
it, Owen quoted a tanka by Martins:

summer

on the cusp of autumn

the man

who always walks alone

walking a dog

Owen shared his thoughts on the Tanka, writing, “I admire this piece for its openness of form and its sense of the 
unexplained”. 

For me, these words kept coming to mind as I dipped in and out of both issues over the next few months.
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Some were more obvious in meaning, such as Eric Dobson’s haiku, (Kokako 21, p.5): 

bobby calves

the lucky one

kept for stud

As a vegan myself, as I listened to the cries of cows over the hills I felt sad reading this.

! en there’s Sheila Sondiks’s haiku, (Kokako 21, p.7):

he counts

how many I eat

Valentine truffl  es 

And I remembered thinking, “Is this fat shaming? Does he watch what she eats?  Am I over-thinking?” I allow myself to 
over-think: has he spoiled her Valentine’s Day treat, I wonder? I bet he has.

As a yoga instructor (in a previous life), I smiled when I read David J. Kelly’s haiku, (Kokako 21, p.20):

the lotus

not so simple as

my joints demand

 

I, too, can’t sit in ‘lotus’ to save myself any more. 
Catherine Smith’s haiku (Kokako 21, p.21):

beach at dawn

washed and pressed

by overnight tide

Beautifully put, Catherine. I salute you. 

It was very hard for me to choose which pieces to highlight in this review because, quite honestly, there were so many. Here are 
a few more that jumped o"  the page and spoke to me:

family album, Marilyn Humbert /Crys Smith (K 21, p.48);

home again, Amelia Fielden (K 21, p. 51); and

time and friendship, Ignatius Fay (K 21, p. 63). So romantic… I hope it’s all true, and you’re happy.
I instantly visualised David J Kelly’s haiku (Kokako 22, p.10):

café breakfast

the strip lights dancing

around my teabag

I felt a sadness and a sense of desperation reading Hazel Hall’s tanka (Kokako 22, p.38):

scavenging

blooms from my garden

in winter…

at hospice

an empty bed  

 
Once I read poetry/prose/verse, they belong to me – not the actual piece, of course –  but it’s how they make me feel. 

(What bu# ons do they press?) I interpret and reinterpret, wrongly or rightly, sometimes. I judge and dissect the piece to $ t 
my own experiences and feelings, to make sense of it.
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Of course, they don’t have to make sense; some just live nicely on the page as a group of delightful words.  
I found every page of these two books full of gems and I’m sure you will too. Go subscribe to these wonderful 

publications. 
No wonder poetry of all forms is becoming more popular these days.

Members’ poems
  e Man Who Became a Train

It’s only my opinion it happened like this (but it did).

An old friend of mine met a woman who didn’t like me.

Before you knew it, visiting hours

were restricted, our friendship a prisoner.

When we do meet we pretend

she’s not in the room with us

swinging her key chain around

her index fi nger, watching

the clock, possibly

lip-reading (but she is).

I pretend my mate

is not diminishing

before my eyes,

like a train leaving

the station,

getting smaller

and smaller

and …

But he is.

Bre!  Reid
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balancing lost and found

to catch an eel:

bait a hook with pork

cast into mid-stream

haul the hooked eel ashore

plaster his eyes with mud

despatch with ease

* * *

a ka kitea i reira

e tuhi ana

e rapa ana

seeking pounamu

in the Arahura river bed

after fl oods

* * *

revolution’s daughters

extinguish each other

fi re in the water

Mercedes Webb-Pullman

Tomorrow

The Gardens were nearby.

Down the twisted-lolly-wrapper-of-a-road.

But all I could see from my window were the black-forked

Branches of bare trees.

I cut out felt fl owers and pinned them to the walls.

Drew doodled daisies on my ankles and made

Papered hibiscus to wear behind my ears.

I imagined I was married to my therapist.

We would walk the green halls, me in a newsprint dress.

Say our vows at the front desk where the nurses ticked

Your name off  a chart – here today

gone tomorrow.

And the party would be marked by the fact that

in the craft-room the scissors were

blunted to butter knives.

Stella Carruthers
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Pupation 

I’m thinking about lost things 

as the days peel away and fold into themselves

people become scarce

like pins or hard to reach things at the back of a shelf

voices are dry leaves and just the idea 

of waking and walking brings a bitterness to my bones

I’m falling off  the world

into a silence not easily retractable

I can’t tie up the strings 

of rain when they come loose and wash away

my words are empty coff ee mugs

gathering on my desk grey and imperfect

monarch butterfl ies are sketched over my page  

I rub them out let them curl inside of me

everything dissolves I shouldn’t think about it too much 

Orion’s belt loneliness the ground I walk on

I try to hold my breath and wonder if anyone sees 

the small puff s I exhale in the morning air

there’s a brutality in the days 

like a revelation or a book falling opening at a dog-eared page

pōtutukawa bend at their legs and music from the pub 

roams the street licking its lips

seeds bide their time. Should I? 

I think of mislaid chances now

freckled with mould

I think of my body stretched out 

I’m a shore I’m a coast I’m a spilt glass of milk

Is this the same for everyone?
 

wings coil in fl imsy transformation

and I wait wait wait in the dark

Kate R Jacks
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Back

Moving the ways of the day

through morning panic follows

from last night when pieces of

shared time found me alone

and passed. I tell myself this

myself that but each time I alight

I’m back behind barriers within

dead skin waiting to be full

of myself again. Slumped to

the safety glass I hide in the

grime when just in time to

move the scene a furtive beauty

fi nds me. I’m interested at least

in the interest, a distant shape

beyond yesterday when one

who could wouldn’t care

that way no where.

M Giacon

Lost and Found

Retirement brings a challenge to us all,

the smaller home, deciding what to keep.

To choose a place that meets our future needs,

companionship, a happy place to sleep.

Some exercise to keep the body strong,

a diet fi lled with vegetables and fruit.

Research shows, a glass of wine is not a crime

and then the brain, to keep alert — compute!

The sound, surf pounding on a shingle beach,

grow old by the sea, we’d always said.

Light fl ickers on water, colours change.

A perfect place to lay one’s aging head.

Seals, a sunfi sh, a Southern right whale,

dogs leading children along the grass verge.

What more could one want with views like this?

Yet something was missing, yet to emerge.

The job? It was gone. No reason to rise.

Good neighbours next door, but not quite the same.

Groups I once played with were too far away,

no purpose, a gap that one couldn’t quite name.

Jenny Pya! 
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Supposing the Mind

Which will have remained the same.

My mind the next cloud that fl oats by.

Two clouds at the same time, my mind

for the moment.

Wings for my mind. This is my future.

My mind is the old pond seeking haiku.

Light shaft, you are the rail train of my mind

thundering on to the next station at light of day.

Campfi re and adventures, ancient oratory

stored for the mind’s re-interpretations.

Mind, I retrieve you from the bottom

of the clothes basket, just when you felt cosy.

Clothesline: what have I pegged my mind to.

A fold of the mind, laying aside my thoughts.

Skull, meet mind. Too many weird

ornaments in the garden of the mind.

Tree rings, the long life of the mind.

Haystack of a mind. A message for horses.

and suddenly my mind has made a unicorn

of this.

A box of raisins, the mind reveals itself

in fragments of fruit. A wedge of orange

does not make of itself a whole thought.

Drawstring of the mind; but the mind

they say, never sleeps.

Benita Kape 

Next Issue

DEADLINE 10 OCTOBER 2018

THEME: WHEELS
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Zealand. 

Please make cheques payable to: New Zealand Poetry 
Society.

Internet payment: ANZ account 060501-0823371-10 
(Please include ‘anthology’ and your name as reference)

For overseas orders, we accept these foreign currencies 
(cash only): $AUS, $US, $CA, €, £

All # gures below are in NZ dollars. Check www.xe.com for 
current exchange rate.

Free delivery within New Zealand for up to 2 copies. Please 
enquire at: treasurer@poetrysociety.org.nz for postage cost 
of more than two copies.

Rates

Contributors / NZPS Members: $25 each, up to 2 copies.

Retail: $27. (Trade deduct 40%. p&p included in price for up 
to two copies.)

Australia: $30 each, up to 2 copies.

Rest of the World: $33 each, for up to 2 copies. 

Order information required: 

Name  ___________________________________

Postal Address: _____________________________

_______________________________________

Post Code: ________________________________

Email address: ______________________________

Telephone number/s: _________________________

_______________________________________

Number of books requested: ____ at $_____

Payment can also be made via PayPal at: 
h% ps://poetrysociety.org.nz/nzps-anthology/
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  � e Poetry Advisory Service   

! e aim of the PAS is to provide writers of poetry with a wri" en critique from an experienced poet on a sample 
of their work. ! is is a support service for any poets who wish to develop their work. You do not have to be a 
member of NZPS.

What you can expect

Focused and constructive feedback from an individual member of a panel of experienced and published NZ poets 
selected for their proven teaching skills. ! is is an opportunity to get professional and personal comment on your 
writing. You will receive a wri" en critique, including a response to particular questions. 

What you need to do

Choose up to 100 lines of poetry (500 words max.) for consideration.

Identify those areas on which you particularly want feedback, e.g. choice of subject/ format/ use of words/ 
clarity/ imagery/ rhythm/ tone/ impact, etc.

Fill in the application form, obtainable from: treasurer@poetrysociety.org.nz

Enclose your cheque. ! e charge is $75 for NZPS members and $85 for non-members.

You can also pay with internet banking: ANZ Bank account name: NZ Poetry Society Inc

                   Account number: 060501-0823371-10

Please remember to include the word PAS as well as your name in the reference # eld, so our Treasurer knows what 
the payment is for and can advise the PAS coordinator.

Send your typed submissions plus application form and cheque (made out to: NZ Poetry Society) to:

Poetry Advisory Service
NZPS
PO Box 5283
Wellington 6140

Please remember to keep a copy of your poems, as we do not keep them a% er the service has been provided.

Our response

We aim to send you a critique of your work within 4-6 weeks of receipt. We cannot guarantee that the critique will 
be full of praise and, inevitably, the response will be subjective.

Please direct all correspondence and queries about the PAS, including post-review enquiries, to the PAS 
Coordinator at the above address. No adviser will enter into direct correspondence.

Want to advertise with us?
We o& er half-page and full-page ads: the ad rates  are $35 half page, $75 full page. 

Bookings and enquiries to info@poetrysociety.org.nz


